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Abstract. In this paper we deal with the problem of finding an optimal query execution plan in
database systems. We improve the analysis of a polynomial-time approximation algorithm due to
Makino et al. for designing query execution plans with almost optimal number of parallel steps. This
algorithm is based on the concept of edge ranking of graphs. We use a new upper bound for the edge
ranking number of a tree to derive a better worst-case performance guarantee for this algorithm. We
also present some experimental results obtained during thetests of the algorithm on random graphs
in order to compare the quality of both approximation ratioson average. Both theoretical analysis
and experimental results indicate the superiority of our approach.
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1. Introduction

A parallel query execution is a way for improving performance in large database systems. In general,
there are three types of parallelism in database systems:inter-query parallelism, inter-operator paral-
lelismandintra-operator parallelism. In all cases the goal is processor allocation but at different levels.
In inter-query parallelism we have a set of queries (some of them can be executed concurrently) and we
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have to find their parallel scheduling. If more than one processor is assigned to a query then the two
other mentioned types of parallelism can be exploited as well. In inter-operator parallelism we schedule
operations within a single query. In this paper we consider joins only as theyare the most time con-
suming operations. Thus, we schedule join operations by assigning processors to joins and determining
which operations can be computed independently. In the last type of parallel scheduling, intra-operator
parallelism, we split one join operation among several processors in orderto compute it efficiently. In
this paper we present results which can be applied in inter-operator parallelism.

In the inter-operator parallelism we have two main problems to consider: join sequence selection and
allocation of processors to joins. In this paper we deal with the first issue.Furthermore, the algorithm
under consideration does not deal with the join execution costs. To avoid large intermediate relations we
can use a technique described in [9], where the graph ranking approach can still be used.

Finding an optimal parallelquery execution plan(QEP) is NP-hard. Thus, for complex queries the
problem is intractable and most approaches are based on heuristics whichgenerally have no formal
analysis (such as worst-case bounds) on their optimality [11]. Makino, Uno and Ibaraki [8] gave an
algorithm with a worst-case performance guarantee for solving this problem. In the sequel we will call
their approach as theMUI algorithm. In the next section we describe the concept of edge ranking and
and its application in the field of parallel query processing. Section 3 givesa new upper bound for the
edge ranking number of a tree. In Section 4 we improve on the prior analysisof MUI. Finally, Section 5
gives some experimental results.

This paper is an improved version of [3] and has been extended to includethe theoretical analysis
from Sections 3 and 4.

2. Preliminaries

The join graphof a query is defined as a simple graphG such that the vertices ofG correspond to the
base relations and two vertices are adjacent inG if the corresponding relations have to be joined during
the execution of a query [5, 9, 10]. In this paper we assume that the join operations are executed in steps.
Since we are interested in finding as short plans as possible so we assume that in each step several join
operations can be performed in parallel. If a base relation is used in two different join operations (which
means that in the query graph the edges which correspond to these operations are incident to a common
vertex) then these joins cannot be computed in the same step. The schedulingof the join operations can
be represented as a rooted treeT ′, where nodes of this tree represent the join operations and a particular
join can be evaluated only if all its descendants have been already computed. Furthermore, if two nodes
are unrelated inT ′ then the corresponding joins can be computed in parallel. The above data structure is
known as theoperator tree. For a more detailed description of operator trees see e.g. [1, 6].

If an operator treeT ′ has been computed, the join can be scheduled in such a way that the tree is
processed in a bottom-up fashion – in theith step all joins which correspond to the nodes in theith level
of T ′ are computed, where the last level is the root ofT ′. Note that the height ofT ′ (the length of the
longest path from the root to a leaf) is the number of parallel steps required to process the query. So, it is
desirable to find a treeT ′ of small height. Note that if some relationsx andy have been joined in theith
step (letz be the resulting intermediate relation) then in all joins in the later steps we usez instead ofx
andy.

In the following we assume that a join graphG = (V (G), E(G)) is given, where|V (G)| = n and
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|E(G)| = m(G) = m. We denote by∆(G) the maximum vertex degree ofG, in short thedegreeof G.
An edgek-rankingof G is a functionc : E(G) → {1, . . . , k} such that each path between edgesx, y
satisfyingc(x) = c(y) contains an edge with a greater color. The smallest integerk such that there exists
an edgek-ranking ofG is theedge ranking numberof G and is denoted byχ′

r(G). Makino et al. [8]
introduced theminimum edge ranking spanning tree(MERST) problem. In their problem the goal is to
find a spanning tree whose edge ranking number is as small as possible.

Spanning trees and their edge rankings can be used to find good QEPs (which in our case is equivalent
to finding low height separator trees) in the following way. In order to complete the execution of the
query, we have to compute joins which correspond to edges forming a spanning tree in the query graph
G. Indeed, ifC is a cycle withl edges inG then computing anyl − 1 joins from that cycle results
in an intermediate relation obtained by joining all base relations corresponding tothe vertices ofC.
Furthermore, if we have selected some spanning treeT of G, then the task is to find an optimal parallel
scheduling of joins corresponding to the edges ofT . We find an edge rankingc of T and schedule
the operations in such a way that for any two edgese1, e2 ∈ E(T ) the join corresponding toe1 is a
predecessor of the join corresponding toe2 in an operator treeT ′ if and only if c(e1) > c(e2) and the
path connectinge2 to e1 in T does not contain an edge with a color greater thanc(e1). So, the number
of colors used byc is the height of the operator treeT ′ obtained in this way. Furthermore, this approach
is optimal in the sense that if the spanning tree of the query graph is given then the height of an operator
tree of minimum height equals to the edge ranking number ofT [8]. This means that the difficulty lies
in finding an appropriate spanning tree of the query graph.

Let us illustrate the above concepts by the following example. Consider a database query of the form

Select * fromA, B, C, D, E, F whereA.x = C.x andA.y = D.y and

A.z = E.z andA.t = B.t andB.u = E.u andB.v = F.v . . .
(1)

Fig. 1(a) depicts the corresponding query graphG containing edges{A, B}, {A, C}, {A, D}, {A, E},
{B, E}, {B, F} which correspond to the join operations that have to be computed in order to complete
the above query. The edges of a spanning treeT of G are marked with heavy lines in Fig. 1(a). Note
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Figure 1. (a) a query graphG, its spanning treeT and an edge ranking ofT ; (b) the corresponding operator tree
T ′

that the degree ofT is minimum over degrees of all spanning trees ofG. Furthermore, this is an optimal
solution to the MERST problem for the graphG. We compute an edge ranking ofT in order to create
an operator tree. An example of such a coloring is given also in Fig. 1(a). The largest color used is
equal to3. Therefore, this query can be computed in parallel in three steps. The operator treeT ′ created
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on the basis of this edge ranking is given in Fig. 1(b). Nodes ofT ′ are labeled with the corresponding
join operations. Finally, the operator tree can be used to create a parallel schedule as described above.
In this case the join operations{A, C} and{B, F} are computed independently in the first step. In the
second step we have operations{A, D} and{B, E}. However, instead of using the relationA (B) we use
the intermediate relation{A, C} ({B, F}) created previously. In the final step we join the intermediate
relations corresponding to the sons of the root. The first relation is the result of joining A, C, D and the
other was obtained by joiningB, E andF .

Though the MERST problem is polynomially solvable for threshold graphs [9], it is NP-hard for
general graphs [8]. The MUI algorithm solves MERST for general graphs with sublinear approximation
ratio

min{(∆∗ − 1) log n/∆∗, ∆∗ − 1}

log(∆∗ + 1) − 1
,

where∆∗ is the degree of a spanning tree whose∆ is as small as possible, andlog stands forlog2 [8],
while our approach leads to the bound

(∆∗ + 1) log∆∗+1(n − 1)

max{∆∗, dlog ne}
.

3. The bound for trees

StarSn is a tree withn − 1 leaves. Given a graphG, graphH is asubgraphof G if V (H) ⊆ V (G) and
E(H) ⊆ E(G). If S ⊆ V (G) then theinduced subgraphof G is defined as

G[S] = (S, {e ∈ E(G) : e ⊆ S}).

If R ⊆ E(G), S ⊆ V (G) thenG − R = (V (G), E(G) \ R), G − S = G[V (G) \ S]. We will write
G − e instead ofG − {e}, wheree ∈ E(G). Graph isconnectedif there exists a path between every
pair of vertices.H is aconnected componentof G if H is connected andH is no proper subgraph of a
connected subgraph ofG. We say that colori is visible for vertexv under edge rankingc if there exist
e ∈ E(G) such thatc(e) = i and a path connectingv ande such that all edges in this path get smaller
colors thani. If the above path is empty theni is said to beadjacentto v.

Lemma 3.1. There exists an edgek-rankingc of treeT such that the edges colored with unique labels
form a star.

Proof:
Let H0 be the subgraph ofT induced by the edges colored with unique labels under its edge ranking
c0. We prove that each connected component ofH0 is a star. Assume thatH0 contains a connected
componentH ′

0 which is not a star. SubgraphH ′
0 contains two nonadjacent edgese1, e2. Let e be any

edge of the path connectinge1 ande2. We havee ∈ E(H ′
0) becauseH ′

0 is connected. All three labels
c0(e), c0(e1), c0(e2) are unique underc0, thus we may shuffle them so thatc0(e) > max{c0(e1), c0(e2)}.
Thus, we can modifyc0 so thatc0(e1) = c0(e2) which leads to an optimal edge ranking ofT usingk−1
colors – a contradiction. Similarly, we can prove thatH0 does not contain edgese1, e2, e3 (which do not
belong to the same connected component ofH0) such thate2 belongs to the path connectinge1 ande2

in T .
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Furthermore, at most one connected component ofH0 is not equal toS2. Suppose, for a contradiction
thatH0 contains two starsSl, St such thatt ≥ l > 2. Without loss of generality we may assume that
c0(E(Sl)) = {k − l + 1, . . . , k} andc(E(St)) = {k − l − t + 1, . . . , k − l}. If e is an edge connecting
St andSl thenc′ defined as

c′(E(Sl)) = {k − 2l + 1, . . . , k − l},

c′(e) = k − l + 1,

c′(x) = c0(x) otherwise

is an edge(k − l + 1)-ranking. By assumption,l > 2 which impliesk − l + 1 < k, a contradiction.
Now we are ready to prove Lemma 3.1. Let us assume thatH0 containsq connected components.

If q = 1 then we have already proved that this component is a star and we are done. If q ≥ 2 then we
can choose two nonadjacent edgese1, e2 ∈ E(H0) and we may assume thate1, e2 are labeled with two
smallest colors underc0 (as before we can shuffle unique labels). There exists an edgee ∈ E(T )\E(H0)
which belongs to the path connectinge1 ande2. We define edge rankingc1 of T as follows

c1|T−{e,e1,e2} = c0|T−{e,e1,e2},

c1(e1) = c1(e2) = min{c0(e1), c0(e2)},

c1(e) = max{c0(e1), c0(e2)}.

The subgraph ofT induced by the edges with unique labels underc1 is denoted byH1. We repeat the
above step for subgraphsH1, H2, . . .. The inequality|E(Hi+1)| < |E(Hi)| implies that there exists an
index j ≥ 0 such thatHj contains one connected component. The corresponding edge rankingcj is
optimal, because it uses the same number of colors ascj−1, cj−2, . . . , c0 and by the discussion above the
subgraphHj is a star. Thuscj is the desired edge rankingc. ut

Lemma 3.1 implies that each optimal edge ranking of a tree can be modified so that all edges labeled
with unique colors are adjacent to some vertex denoted byr, i.e.

∀c(e),e∈E(T ),r /∈e ∃e′ 6=e c(e) = c(e′). (2)

We will refer to condition (2) asC1[c] in order to specify rankingc. We assume that all edge rankings
considered in this section have the above property and all trees are rooted at vertexr. If v ∈ V (T ) then
Tv is the tree rooted at vertexv, i.e.

Tv = T [{x : x is a descendant ofv} ∪ {v}].

For eachv ∈ V (T ) and edge rankingc of T we define setLc(v) of colorsi such thatc(e) = i for
somee ∈ E(Tv) and all edges of the path connectingv ande have colors smaller thani, i.e. Lc(v)
is the set of visible colors forv assigned to the edges ofTv. We write Lc(u) ≤l L(v) if Lc(u) is
lexicographically smaller or equal toLc(v), i.e. Lc(u) = Lc(v) or there exists elementx such that

x ∈ Lc(v) andx /∈ Lc(u) and∀y>xy ∈ Lc(u) ⇐⇒ x ∈ Lc(v).

Relations≥l, >l, <l are defined analogously.
The sons ofr are denoted byv1, . . . , vp. The biggest color which is assigned to more than one edge

of T underc is denoted byd(c). Let indexs(c) be defined so that all unique labels underc are assigned
to edges{r, v1}, . . . , {r, vs(c)} (by Lemma 3.1 such a vertexr exists).
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Lemma 3.2. ([2]) Given a rooted treeT , there exists an optimal edge rankingc of T such that for each
v ∈ V (T ) and any edge rankingc′ of Tv we haveLc(v) ≤l Lc′(v).

If
Tr = T [V (Tvs(c)+1

) ∪ · · · ∪ V (Tvp) ∪ {r}].

then by Lemma 3.2 we may assume that for any edge rankingc′ of T

Lc(vi) ≤l Lc′(vi), i = 1, . . . , s, (3)

Lc|
Tr

(r) ≤l Lc′|
Tr

(r). (4)

Without loss of generality we can assume that the sons ofv are numbered in such a way that

Lc(v1) ≥l Lc(v2) ≥l . . . ≥l Lc(vs(c)). (5)

We will refer to condition (3) asC2[c] in order to specify coloringc. Note that the values of
d(c) and s(c) are unique, i.e. ifc1 and c2 are two optimal edge rankings ofT such that conditions
C1[ci], C2[ci], i = 1, 2 are fulfilled thend(c1) = d(c2) ands(c1) = s(c2). Indeed, byC2[c1] andC2[c2],
Lc1(v1) = Lc2(v1) which implies

d(c1) = max(Lc1(v1)) = max(Lc2(v1)) = d(c2)

and equalitys(c1) = s(c2) follows from

s(c1) = χ′
r(T ) − d(c1) = χ′

r(T ) − d(c2) = s(c2).

Later on we will writed ands instead ofd(c) ands(c). Fig. 2 explains the notation given above.
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Figure 2. (a) an optimal edge ranking of treeT ; (b) an optimal edge ranking ofT such that unique colors form a
star; (c) optimal edge ranking of rooted treeT satisfying (3), (4) and (5)

Fig. 2(a) depicts some optimal edge ranking of a treeT while Fig. 2(b) gives an edge ranking
with property from Lemma 3.1. Finally, Fig. 2(c) shows the corresponding rooted tree and its edge
rankingc satisfying properties (3), (4) and (5). For this edge rankingc we haved = 3, s = 2, p = 4,
L(v1) = {1, 2, 3}, L(v2) = {3}, L(v3) = {1}, L(v4) = ∅ andL(r) = {1, 2, 4, 5}.
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Lemma 3.3. If T is a tree such thatTvi
6= S1, S2 for eachi = 1, . . . , s andχ′

r(Tr) < d, thenχ′
r(Tvi

) =
d for eachi = 1, . . . , s.

Proof:
Let us assume thatχ′

r(Tv) < d for some vertexv such thatc({r, v}) > d, wherec is an optimal edge
ranking ofT . We can create rankingc′ of T such thatc′({r, v}) = d andc′(e) = c(e) for eache 6= {r, v}.
Edge rankingc′ is legal and uses fewer colors thanc, which leads to a contradiction. ut

Lemma 3.4. Let c be an optimal edge ranking ofT . If d ∈ c(E(Tr)) then

|χ′
r(Tvi

) − χ′
r(Tvj

)| ≤ 1, i, j ∈ {1, . . . , s} (6)

or
χ′

r(T − e) = χ′
r(T ) for somee ∈ E(T ). (7)

Proof:
Color d is used to label one edge ofTr, because it is the biggest color in this subgraph. By (5),d ∈
Lc(v1). Let e be some edge adjacent to a leaf inTv1 . Consider the treeT − e. Assumingχ′

r(T ) 6=
χ′

r(T − e) (which means that condition (7) is not true) we will prove that (6) holds. Wehaveχ′
r(T ) =

χ′
r(T − e) + 1, becausee is a leaf and removing an edge from a graph cannot decrease the edge ranking

number by more than1. Let us assume, for a contradiction, that subtreeTvs , s > 2 uses at mostd − 2
colors. We know thatχ′

r(Tv1 − e) ∈ {d− 1, d}. Let c′ be an optimal edge ranking ofT − e. By Lemma
3.2 we can assume that

c|Tvi
= c′|Tvi

for eachi = 2, . . . , p. (8)

Observe, thatC1[c
′] may not hold, but the only possible color which is unique underc′ and is not

adjacent tor is d. Note thatc′({r, v1}) ≤ d, because otherwise we can add edgee to subtreeTv1 and
colorTv1 with d labels, which leads to an edge ranking that uses fewer colors thanc used, a contradiction.
Let us consider two cases.

Case1: d ∈ c′(E(Tv1−e)∪{{r, v1}}). Then, all edges{r, vi}, i = 2, . . . , p such thatd ∈ c(E(Tvi
))

are labeled with a color greater thand underc′. This means that some edge{r, vj}, wherej > s gets a
label greater thand becaused ∈ c(E(Tr)) and we assumed (4). Now we extendc′ to an edge rankingc′′

of T as follows

c′′({r, v1}) = χ′
r(T ),

c′′(e) = c(e), wheree ∈ E(Tv1) (9)

c′′(e) = c′(e) otherwise.

Edge rankingc′′ is valid, it uses the same number of colors asc andLc′′(r) <l Lc(r), because in the
case of coloringc′′ this set does not contain labeld. So,

Lc′′|
Tr

(r) <l Lc|
Tr

(r)

and by (4) this is a contradiction.
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Case2: d /∈ c′(E(Tv1−e)∪{{r, v1}}). Clearly,d−1 ∈ c′(Tv1). Thus,c′({r, v1}) < d−1. Consider
an edge rankingc′′ satisfying (9). Note that colord−1 is not visible fromr in subtreeT −V (Tv1) under
c′′. By assumptions (3) and (4), colord−1 is not visible fromr underc and we can modifyc by assigning
color d − 1 to edge{r, vs}, becausemax(Lc(vs)) < d − 1. The number of colors used byc decreases.
Therefore our assumption thatc is optimal is contradicted.

ut

Theorem 3.1. For each treeT with n ≥ 3 verticesχ′
r(T ) ≤ B2(T ) = b∆ log∆ m(T )c.

Proof:

We will use the following inequalities

a loga x ≥ b logb x a ≥ b ≥ 1, x ≥ 1, (10)

a loga x ≥ x a ≥ x ≥ 2. (11)

We prove this theorem by induction onm. So, if we remove the edges colored with unique labels
underc then we can apply the induction hypothesis for connected componentsTv1 , . . . , Tvs , Tr.

First, let us consider treesT such that colorc({r, vi}) is unique andTvi
is an empty graph orTvi

contains one edge. If subtreeTvi
does not contain any edges then we can assume that all labels used to

color treeT are incident tor. If this is not the case, i.e. colorj is not adjacent tor then we can modify
c such thatc({r, vl}) := c({r, vi}), wherej ∈ c(E(Tvl

)) andc({r, vi}) := j (we know thatj is not
visible fromr underc). In this way we obtain an edge ranking such that all colors are adjacentto r or all
subtreesTvi

are not empty. The second case will be considered later. Thus, we have

∆(T ) log∆(T ) m(T ) ≥ ∆(T∆) log∆(T∆) m(T∆) (12)

= χ′
r(T ),

whereT∆ is a subgraph ofT , induced byr and all its neighbors. Inequality (12) follows from (10) and
the facts thatm(T ) ≥ m(T∆), ∆(T∆) = ∆(T ) andm(T∆) = ∆(T∆).

Now, let us consider the case whenTv is nonempty, wherev is a son ofr. One label is not visible
from vertexr, because each subtreeTv (v is a son ofr) contains one edge and we consider edge rank-
ings satisfying (3) and (4). Thus, we have that colors2, . . . , χ′

r(T ) are adjacent tor. TreeT contains
2(χ′

r(T ) − 1) edges. We have

∆(T ) log∆(T ) m(T ) ≥ (χ′
r(T ) − 1) logχ′

r(T )−1 m(T )

≥ (χ′
r(T ) − 1) logχ′

r(T )−1(2(χ′
r(T ) − 1))

= (χ′
r(T ) − 1) logχ′

r(T )−1 2 + χ′
r(T ) − 1

≥ χ′
r(T ).

The last inequality follows from (11).
Let T be any tree not considered in the above two cases. The induction hypothesis says that the

theorem is true for all treesT ′ such thatm(T ′) < m(T ).
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Case1: SubtreeTr does not contain an edge labeled with colord. Let

T ′ = T [V (Tv1) ∪ · · · ∪ V (Tvs) ∪ {r}].

By Lemma 3.3
d ∈ c(Tvi

) for eachi = 1, . . . , s.

Let j be such an index thatm(Tvj
) = min{m(Tvi

) : i = 1, . . . , s}. Then

∆(T ) log∆(T )(m(T )) ≥ ∆(T ) log∆(T )(m(T ′))

= ∆(T ) log∆(T )(s +
s∑

i=1

m(Tvi
))

≥ ∆(T ) log∆(T )(sm(Tvj
))

≥ ∆(T ) log∆(T ) s + ∆(T ) log∆(T )(m(Tvj
))

≥ ∆(T ) log∆(T ) s + ∆(Tvj
) log∆(Tvj

)(m(Tvj
)) (13)

≥ s + ∆(Tvj
) log∆(Tvj

)(m(Tvj
)) (14)

≥ s + χ′
r(Tj), (15)

= χ′
r(T ).

Inequality (13) follows from∆(T ) ≥ ∆(Tvj
) and inequality (10). Conditions (11) as well as inequalities

∆(T ) ≥ s ands ≥ 2 (d is not unique under edge rankingc|E(T ′)) imply (14). In order to obtain (15) we
applied the induction hypothesis for subgraphTvj

, namelyχ′
r(Tvj

) ≤ ∆(Tvj
) log∆(Tvj

) m(Tvj
).

Case2: SubtreeTr contains an edge labeled withd. By Lemma 3.4, there exists an edgee such that
χ′

r(T − e) = χ′
r(T ) or |χ′

r(Tvi
) − χ′

r(Tvj
)| ≤ 1 for i, j = 1, . . . , s. In the first case we can apply the

induction hypothesis for the subgraphT − e

χ′
r(T ) = χ′

r(T − e) ≤ ∆(T − e) log∆(T−e)(m(T − e)).

The following equality holds

∆(T − e) log∆(T−e)(m(T − e)) ≤ ∆(T ) log∆(T )(m(T )),

because∆(T − e) ≤ ∆(T ) and due to (10). Ifχ′
r(T − e) < χ′

r(T ) for all edgese ∈ E(T ) then by
Lemma 3.4|χ′

r(Tvi
) − χ′

r(Tvj
)| ≤ 1 for i, j = 1, . . . , s, which implies

∆(T ) log∆(T )(m(T )) = ∆(T ) log∆(T )(s + m(Tr) +
s∑

i=1

m(Tvi
))

≥ ∆(T ) log∆(T )((s + 1)m(Tj))

= ∆(T ) log∆(T )(s + 1) + ∆(Tvj
) log∆(Tvj

)(m(Tvj
))

≥ s + 1 + d − 1 (16)

= χ′
r(T ).

The subgraphTvj
above is defined as

m(Tvj
) = min{m(Tr), m(Tv1), . . . , m(Tvs)}.
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Inequality (16) follows from (11) and the induction hypothesis applied to subgraphTj :

∆(Tj) log∆(Tvj
) m(Tvj

) ≥ χ′
r(Tvj

),

whereχ′
r(Tvj

) ≥ d − 1 by (6). ut

4. Worst-case analysis of MERST

The algorithm MUI can be described as follows:

1. Find a spanning treeT of G with ∆(T ) ≤ ∆∗ + 1.

2. Find an optimal edge ranking ofT .

In the first step we use a1-absolute approximation polynomial-time algorithm given in [4]. The problem
of finding an optimal edge ranking of a tree is polynomially solvable [7].

In the following∆∗ is used to denote the maximum degree of a spanning tree ofG whose maximum
degree is as small as possible among all spanning trees of graphG.

Theorem 4.1. ([4]) There exists anO(mnα(m, n) log n)-time algorithm which for a given graphG
finds its spanning treeT such that∆(T ) ≤ ∆∗ + 1, whereα is the inverse Ackermann function.

Theorem 4.2. ([7]) There exists anO(m)-time algorithm which for a given tree finds its optimal edge
ranking.

Since the MUI algorithm is a combination of algorithms from Theorems 4.1 and 4.2,its running time
is O(mnα(m, n) log n).

Lemma 4.1. ([8]) For any treeT , χ′
r(T ) ≥ max{∆(T ), dlog ne}.

Theorem 4.3. ([8]) If T is a tree then

χ′
r(T ) = dlog ne, if ∆(T ) = 0, 1, 2

χ′
r(T ) ≤

(∆(T ) − 2) log n

log ∆(T ) − 1
= B1(T ), if ∆(T ) > 2.

To compare bounds given in Theorems 3.1 and 4.3, let us consider the inequality 2 log ∆ ≤ ∆ which
is true for∆(T ) = ∆ ≥ 4. Thus∆ log ∆ − ∆ ≤ ∆ log ∆ − 2 log ∆. Equivalently

∆
log n

log ∆
≤ (∆ − 2)

log n

log ∆ − 1
.

The above formula implies

∆ log∆(n − 1) ≤
(∆ − 2) log n

log ∆ − 1
, ∆ ≥ 4. (17)
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Furthermore

B1 − B2 ≥ (
∆ − 2

log ∆ − 1
−

∆

log ∆
) log(n − 1)

and for∆ ≥ 4 we have
∆ − 2

log ∆ − 1
−

∆

log ∆
> 0.

Thus, for a fixed value of∆ ≥ 4 we haveB1 − B2 = Θ(log n).
If To is an optimal solution to MERST forG andT is a tree produced by the algorithm from Theorem

4.1, then on the basis of Lemma 4.1 and Theorem 4.3 we have [8]

χ′
r(T )

χ′
r(To)

≤
(∆∗ − 1) log n/(log(∆∗ + 1) − 1)

max{∆∗, dlog ne}

≤
min{(∆∗ − 1) log n/∆∗, ∆∗ − 1}

log(∆∗ + 1) − 1
= R1(G). (18)

On the basis of Lemma 4.1 and Theorem 3.1

χ′
r(T )

χ′
r(To)

≤
(∆∗ + 1) log∆∗+1(n − 1)

max{∆∗, dlog ne}
= R2(G). (19)

By (17), if ∆∗ + 1 ≥ 4 then the approximation ratioR2 is better thanR1, i.e. R2(G) ≤ R1(G), when
∆∗ ≥ 3. Note, that for a fixed value of∆∗ or for ∆∗ = Θ(n) we haveR2 = Θ(1).

5. Experimental results

Below we present some experimental results gained while testing MUI on random graphs. Each chart
shows the values of parameters as functions ofn, the size of graph. We generated graphs for each
n ∈ {50, 60, . . . , 150}. Each point denoted in the chart is the average of 100 values. All graphs created
during the tests were connected. Note that ifG is not connected then solving the MERST problem forG
reduces to solving the problem for all connected components ofG separately. Then a solution forG is a
spanning forest and its edge ranking number is the maximum over the edge ranking numbers of the trees
forming the forest. In order to create a random graph we constructed its random spanning tree and then,
according to the graph densityg, more edges were added. This means that for smallg (i.e. g = 0.005)
the random graphs were trees. Fig. 3 shows the results of the computer experiments.

Fig. 3(a) depicts the relation between the edge ranking number of a tree and the bounds B1 and
B2. The degree of all trees generated was equal to10. Two types of inaccuracies are included in the
approximation ratios considered in this paper. The first follows from the fact that the MUI algorithm
uses a heuristic for finding a minimum degree spanning tree. However, it is possible to create examples
of graphs for which a spanning tree with minimum vertex degree is not the onewith minimum edge
ranking number. Then, there is some inaccuracy in bounding the edge ranking number when onlyn and
∆ are given. Thus, the purpose of comparing the edge ranking number withits bounds is that the quality
of the approximation ratio directly depends on the bounds used.

The second test is presented in Fig. 3(b), where we tested only the first part of MUI, i.e. we generated
random graphsG with ∆(G) = 10 and densitiesg = 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, respectively. We used only small
values ofg, because as the experiments show, already for these values ofg, the degree of the spanning
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Figure 3. Experimental results

trees is very small. From the theoretical analysis it follows that once we obtaina spanning tree which is
a path, the problem has been solved optimally, so we want to avoid such cases. Some values of the first
function forg = 0.05 are equal to10, because random graphs obtained in these cases were trees.

Fig. 3(c) compares approximation ratiosR1 andR2. In this test the graph densityg = 0.01. We
used a small value ofg, because as the previous experiment shows, for largerg the average over degrees
of T was smaller than4 and in that case we would rather use the theoretical analysis from Section 4to
compareR1 andR2.

Fig. 3(d) presents the approximation ratioR2. In this test, for each value ofn andg we generated
random graphsG with ∆(G) = 10. Then, we computedR2 for the spanning tree obtained in the first
part of MUI. As before, each point is the average of 100 values (i.e. 100 different random graphsG
were created). The first function, because of the small value ofg, presentsR2 for trees with∆ =
10. For smaller values ofn andg = 0.01 graphsG are also trees. Larger graphsG are not acyclic.
The approximation ratioR2 is clearly not monotonic in∆∗, which explains why the second function
presented in Fig. 3(d) can get smaller and bigger values than the first one.

The experimental results presented in this section compare both bounds in theaverage case. The
mean value ofR1 (taken over all test cases) was 15% bigger than the mean value ofR2.
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